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Talk started inside the Mandir 
 
Swami: First of all, welcome to Dasara, Mother Divine Festival. 
How many people took the Surya Nadi Process? How many 
people did not take it?  
Just today is the major review points on the Mother character. 
Where is the major bridge is cutting off between you and the 
Mother? Even though you have a lot of strokes, still you're unable 
to reconnect it to make a bond. How to make reconnect it to make 
a bond - today is the major subject.  
Generally I am always mentioning to you, spirituality means 
especially how to play with the Mother. From the cow without 
taking the milk you have to get the ghee. How? Without knowing 
anything and you don't have any experience with the Mother, 
even though you've seen Her like a cow, but how to get the ghee 
from Her?  She's a cow, but you need the ghee. Milk is tasty, 
cheese is tasty, curd is tasty, butter is tasty, ghee is more tasty, and 
it burns it and you can do the homas. Thousands of saints so far, 
they practiced, they struggled and they really got frustrated with 
Her. Finally they won Her.  
Many people demonstrated Khandana Yoga and lot of different, 
different experiences you made it. It's okay, it's a kind of 
chocolates. And many people, whatever I promised, I didn't 
complete it yet because of, instead of trying and getting failure, it's 
better not to try. Once you attempt it you have to get success. 
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Without attempting it keeps giving like a cobra. It always wants to 
bite you but it doesn't really want to bite you. If it really wanted to 
bite you, it would really chase you and bite you. You know what 
I'm saying?  Hello! 
So the Mother is that type of nature, she always wants to put on 
you, it's like a rail Indian - smoke.  
 
Swami asks again if we want to stay in Mandir because of all the smoke 
from the fire puja. 
 
In my last two weeks journey I went to the Vatican. When I'm in 
Germany, in Kepinski Hotel, I gave initiation to almost five 
hundred people, the Surya Nadi Process. I completed it, and today 
I want to give one more stroke with my personal hand, to give you 
the Surya Nadi initiation. Who took the Surya Nadi initiation, it is 
a very strong protection, is making a re-bond, connecting the bond 
between you and the Mother. There is no way She can escape it. 
There's no you can escape it.  It's like Mother and kid, mother and, 
kid, that much power is hidden in it. 
The Mother's nature is, She always wants to play the games with 
you, always wants to disturb your time. The Kalachakra, she's 
digesting, she's swallowing your time as much as she can with 
funny illusions, funny blocks, funny your depressions, funny your 
heartbreaks, funny your temperaments, left out, unworthiness - all 
this type of silly, silly, silly, silly things and unhealthy.  
Even Paramahamsa, he got huge cancer wound in his back, huge 
maggots torturing his body but he ignored. He, ignored, “Fine.  
Do whatever you want.”  It's a purely her kind of, Her illusion to 
divert you. Even Jesus Christ is getting a crucifixion, he ignored, 
“Okay go ahead, do whatever you want to.” Do, whatever you 
want to.  
Once you come to that stage, then the Surya Nadi process will 
become more extraordinary and extremely powerful. The sun 
energy is in you. There is only one Divine Soul in the planet who 
really kept the sun power in his third eye, that's Shiva. Generally 
we have a small tiny spark of the consciousness of the light in our 
third eye. That spark is really making in us sometimes, and giving 
us some healing abilities, giving some experiences, whatever it is 
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for your spiritual growth. But the pure holding the powerful sun 
energy, he has the sun energy, third eye high powerful fire 
element, and the most Ala Hala Garala Kantha, the poison in his 
throat. He didn't swallow it and he didn't keep it in his mouth. He 
kept it in his throat. To that heat, he begged the Ganga, water 
element, and he put it on top of his head to make it be cooled 
down. To be, cooled down.  
 
Swami switches from the Mandir to Dwarkamai Veranda to continue the 
talk. 
 
Can you really believe it guys, to me two weeks in Germany? I 
took the limousine to go from Germany to the Vatican. It's almost 
sixteen, seventeen hours drive. First limousine the AC broke. 
Okay, then we waited somewhere in the gas station for two hours. 
Then again we switched to another limousine. I think how many 
people in the car? I think around six people. We're talking and 
talking and finally we reached the Vatican early morning 5:30, 6 
a.m. Then 9 a.m. we need to go to the church. I entered in the 
church.  
Clint is taking the photos and video shots. Can you believe it, 
Telugu words are there, Sanskrit and Telugu words are there. In 
the museum, in the pictures, in the sculptures underneath, Telugu 
and Sanskrit words are there. We took the pictures, it's clear.  
In Jerusalem, I think I told you, there is a Telugu sentence: manava 
kotiki something, I can't remember. Do you remember Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana: I think it's what you just said, manava kotiki. 
 
Swami: Manava kotiki subham alagali. It's a pure Telugu word. In 
the Bethlehem in Jerusalem, yes they have written the Telugu 
word. It means a big bridge has been disconnected. Now again 
we're making it to link.  
How come the Sanskrit words are there, how come, and the 
Mother Divine statue, Gomateshwara - Jains, and Shiva Lingam? 
What, a Shiva Lingam in the church? I didn't understand why is 
that phenomena, and I walked. I'm very exhausted when I'm 
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there, really exhausted. Generally when I'm in the western 
countries, point one, I get homesick like a baby. Immediately I get 
homesick. Second is food, third the vaastu, where I stay. It's a nice 
hotel where I stayed, it’s okay, but... you know how many times I 
threw up?  Tell me Tatyana approximately. 
 
Tatyana: Each day a couple of times. 
 
Swami: Not couple of times, more than a hundred times. Any 
food I ate it, the energy and the frustration and a lot of energy 
channels, whreee, go. It's okay, again after thirty minutes later I'm 
fine. The Vatican, the energy, thousands of souls was attracted to 
me, and grabbing my feet and just, “Release, release, release, 
release,” like a bees around me. Just I am going like, with a high 
channelings to release it. More than a couple thousands spirits I 
released it. 
I want to scan is any Jesus' Power Spot, if one of his Power Spot is 
there or not. What is the greatness of that? Just that's my research. 
That is, my research. No, absolutely no. And one place is a little 
quiet and calm, that lady is holding the Jesus, maybe holding the 
Jesus, maybe angel. What is that statue?  
 
Students: Michelangelo's Piata.  
 
Swami: That is very quiet and pure divine energy there. That's it, 
the remaining things is completely... and whatever the Pope is 
saying, “Don't use the condoms, no sex, be celibate….” Even the 
wife and husband you should not… This kind of statements it 
means the globe needs to die with the AIDS?  The globe needs to 
die with AIDS? Who believes in that pure divine, a responsible 
soul should not give those type of statements.  Of course your wife 
wants to give a kiss to you, then he says, "No, Pope says I cannot 
kiss you."  What is the help? That's nonsense. 
In South Africa and some countries, some villages are wiped out 
with AIDS. You know that? How many millions of people are 
dying with AIDS? How many millions of people are attacked with 
AIDS?  They're already under suffering and treatment. This type 
of nonsense and… no, it's very dangerous.  
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They don't know even what is the traditions, the global wide 
traditions… they're really responsible. Of course they're doing 
good seva, and spending lot of money, and this and that for some 
charities… I respect it.  I'm not criticizing them, the same part, this 
is a very dangerous statements.  
Should be... for example, if you see the Tirupati it's huge golden 
temple, hundreds of thousands of people are visiting. It's a pure 
bhakti there. There is a museum; it's a pilgrim center. I didn't see 
any, one person who's really having, what do we call that, is very 
humble and with a devotion is coming there. They're wearing 
their shoes and sunglasses, with a camera and whooo, okay this is 
the European style.  
Even in India, if you want to go in the church you wash your feet, 
or you just you go with a candle, just you put it there, and just you 
do your prayer and very silence, let it run, open heart. There I 
didn't see it. Even in the middle of the church they're wearing the 
shoes and sunglasses. I didn't see any devotion.  
 
Loud sound feedback from speakers. Maybe the Pope doesn't like it. 
(laughter)  
 
So, that is my journey, now next going to Japan on October 8th. 
From there jump to Washington D.C. and go to San Francisco. 
There are several hundreds of people are there. First time I am 
implementing the Surya Nadi process. Already I did it, and 
Chandra Nadi process I gave it, and making them, the 
consciousness level of the stage of Samadhi - Maha Samadhi, Jiva 
Samadhi, and soul transfer, again coming back. So five to nine 
people, making a lottery, get it, make them to lay down. Then I'll 
challenge in Germany, the doctors can check it how it's really 
possible. How it's really possible, and certain yogas is 
demonstrated, and come back, and give them Chandra Nadi 
process. 
In your life two processes, if you complete it, you can hit any 
divine soul, and any divine spirit in this planet - one is Surya 
Nadi, one is Chandra Nadi… in our consciousness there are two 
Nadis, it's like a cobra's two tongues, two tongues. The energy, 
once you took the process, it starts from kundalini. You know 
kundalini where you really sit, the base of your spinal cord. That 
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all the way spine, and from there it keeps moving like a snake, and 
you hit your third eye. Your third eye is a fire. Then that fire 
element, it transfers to the consciousness. Your consciousness is 
always little heat. You're a person of the little heat, all the time 
heat, heat, high vibrations. There's no way even the Mother can 
play the illusions on you - zero chance, zero chance.  
Chandra Nadi, you have seen it in he, Shiva he has a half moon.... 
like moon, you know what I'm saying?  Moon, one line on top of 
his head there is a moon one line. You ever see the Shiva picture, 
the moon - that is the Chandra Nadi. Even himself he's a little 
scary, he's holding - even Mother can hit it, even his own wife… 
Sometimes she's tricky to disturb his consciousness stages. He's 
always in the stitha pregnyatata and be in the divine bliss. He's all 
the time, the heat is flowing and the water is cooling and the 
Chandra Nadi, the consciousness is making him high peaceful.  
The heat is going up whenever you're breathing in one energy, “so  
ham.” Whenever we're sleeping, that's called jagruta stithi, your 
body is completely tired. You're sleeping; you don't know what's 
really happening. You don't know what's really happening. That's 
called jagruta stithi. At the time the soul is chanting two bijakshras: 
tesraim and hesraim. I hope you got that. And you need to chant 
as much as you can. Whenever you stop the Shakti Gayatri, 
whenever the fire puja is running, whenever the fire element, the 
burning is happening, keep chanting it. Even in front of the dhuni 
sit around, keep punching it. Keep punching it. This is the time—
punch it! 
Once you punched it… so far who already connected the Mother, 
then I'll release the pin number in Dwarkamai, the very 
confidential final climax pin number. With proof and evidence 
you'll get it and it's easy to connect the Big Boss Jesus Christ and 
Baba. Baba, why he's all the time staying with the dhuni, two 
reasons: burning the karmas, and again he's doing the Surya Nadi 
Process. Surya Nadi Process. 
Today I'm going to draw sometime, whenever I have the peaceful 
time... I need to take the palm leaf book, put it there. I don't want 
to make a mistake. Look at that book and that yantra, and I want 
to draw that. Then each person within one inch, you need to make 
on a metal... somebody needs to press it that angles. Even though 
you have Sri Chakra and any yantras are there, one dollar, one 
small inch either in copper, silver, or gold, it needs to be in your 
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neck.  In your? Neck. Even you have tons of malas and whatever it 
is every Full, and New Moon timings it must be on your neck. 
And the Mother's nature is, whenever I manifested Her, whenever 
I manifested Her, whenever I pulled Her different forms… there 
are little arguments. Since two months I have big arguments with 
Her and very soon I'm going to release what Jesus Christ he did—
the Surya Nadi process his way. We'll go that way too. I'm taking 
that way to you too. Whatever the Jesus Christ and Baba they did 
it, the same way we're going to do that. We're going to do that.  
And this is the time, the Mother Divine Festival time, to sit near 
the fire pit chanting that two bijakshras as much as... like no stop, 
no side sitting and like side looking. Just concentrate looking at 
the fire. Whatever the priest is chanting, just you're looking at the 
fire. Then after they're done, doing the nine times pradakshana.  
And it's advisable, this is the period of time, the Mother, She has to 
surrender and bend and give the boon whatever you like. This is 
the period of time. Entire in India, hundreds of thousands of 
people, millions of people are worshipping Mahakali, Shakti, 
Durga in different forms. They're doing the pujas to Her so 
completely She's under melt. Under? Melting.  So this is the time 
to me to catch it, otherwise again you need to wait until next 
Mother Divine Festival, or the Shiva Ratri one day - that one day 
time is there. Clear?  
Students:  Yes.  
Swami:  So even though you connected it in your consciousness 
level, it hasn't gotten that strong enough yet. Your consciousness 
level is not strong, not yet. If you keep chanting that two words, 
I'll show you in the palm leaf the tesraim and hesraim, and today 
sometime go to the Jesus Christ Church upstairs. Each person put 
a candle and ask his permission you're going to start it, “Please 
bless us, your soul and your heart and your mind and your body. 
Bless it in purity way.” And take the rosewater and wash it on 
your face. Take the? Rosewater and wash it on your face. And 
especially try to rub on your third eye with the rosewater, rub it.  
Whenever Shirdi Baba on the Dewali Day, lighting festival day, 
he's chanting the Surya Nadi process, the same two bijakshras. She 
came in the form of the Mother Divine, Mahalakshmi form. He 
shouted, "Wait! Stay there." 
She asked, "Hey man, I'm coming in your life. I want to make you 
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rich. You'll become very powerful richest man in the globe. Why 
you're hesitating me not to come into your Dwarkamai?"  
He simply said, "I'm a fakir, I'm a Fakir.” Fakir means, with a 
begging bowl… "I don't want to be Kabir. I don't want to be 
wealthy. You're pure maya. You enter, that's good, then after that 
you play lot of games. I cannot handle it. I'm a pure siddha. Let me 
live my life as a siddha. Let me live my life, as a siddha.” 
In your life also, I'm making you as siddhas. She's coming and 
you're completely channeling with Her. Then after that, you're 
free. Then you're completely channeling with Shiva. Then you're 
free. Then only I'm making you linking with Jesus. Linking with? 
Jesus. It's enough. Is it a deal? Who wants to be all the time with 
the Mother? Be honest, I'm very serious, one, two, three…You 
don't like Jesus? 
 
Anneliesse S.: Yes also, but last time I think I must have a bond 
with the Mother so I want to feel more the Mother. But when I 
think of her I always have a black hole in me. I think I must go the 
next step. 
 
Swami: Okay, as you like.  
 
Anneliesse S.: I cannot say why it is this. I feel it but I don't know 
why. 
 
Swami: To completely get in your control to Her in your hand... 
you have seen Her eight hands, Her eight weapons? Eight 
weapons, first you need to take care of that. You're already in that, 
all Her eight siddhis. 
 
Anneliesse S.: Her eight siddhis, yes, She has a flower, a spear, 
and... 
 
Swami:  Sword and trisula, all the stuff. 
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Anneliesse S.: Yes. When I have that I can have communication 
with her? 
 
Swami: What is she saying?  Her English is very interesting. 
 
Anneliesse S.: (Christine S. translating) When I have the siddhis I 
can also be in contact with Her, a part of Her, Mother Divine is in 
her. 
 
Swami: Okay. (Talking to everyone again.) You're already well 
connected in different angles indirectly, but I'm waiting for the 
right time. I'm waiting for? The right time. Sometimes you're 
totally ready but I'm not ready. When I'm totally ready, you're not 
ready. It's not coming in one point straight - both equal then can 
hit it!  Can hit it.  
 
I'm putting my energy to see it but I don't want to disturb that 
energy. I don't want to? Disturb that energy. Just we'll see it, we'll 
touch it, we'll pray it, again we'll put it the same place. Done. 
Close it. Things could happen any day. I'm waiting for the right 
signal. Right? Signal. 
 
You might have a suspecting mind. The palm leaf book never tells 
lies. It's clearly written in it. It is crystal clearly written in it. First 
we found Lord Venkateswhara. Yes, it's a proof. What a beautiful 
statue of Venkateshwara. Venkateshwara is nothing but he has the 
Sudarshana Chakra. No more any illusions or negative forces can 
come around and disturb it. They put Venkateshwara there, Lord 
Balaji statue.  
 
And I recommend today, until tomorrow, the fire puja, minimum 
41, maximum 108 Womb Chakra yantras, draw it, each one write 
your personal mantra. Personal? Mantra. And make that firepit, 
even it's raining, pouring, don't let the fire to turn off, or whole 
your process will get really well disturbed. So few people make it, 
the fire needs to keep gently run. Take the shifts, like five people, 
five people, five people… Put a little wood, let it burn it, put a 
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little wood, let it burn it.  
 
And after that, your womb chakra yantras put in the dhuni and do 
the pradakshanas as much as you can, chanting the two letters. 
Chanting the two letters. Clear?  This is your strongest process is 
started. After some time I'll prepare the sandalwood, that powder 
to make you give the initiation. Either I do today or tomorrow 
whenever I have the right time. The process is starting today. The 
process? Is starting today, and don't get sick, be strong enough, 
and start it. Clear? Any questions? 
 
Student:  The Surya Nadi Process starts now? 
 
Swami:  It started. 
 
Student: It started some time ago? 
 
Swami: Now, officially in your Swami's presence it started. 
 
Raju: Do we chant the tesraim and hesraim when we're drawing 
the yantras? 
 
Swami: Yes. 
 
Leslie: Swami, sometime can you release the high channels to 
release the souls in the Vatican? 
 
Swami: I did not understand. 
 
Elizabeth E. summarizing Leslie's comment: She wants to release 
the souls in the Vatican. 
 
Swami: I'll teach it. I'll teach it.  
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Christine S.: Should we start burning our yantras today already as 
many as we can? 
 
Swami: Yes as much as you can. Even late night sit, draw it. This 
few days is your hard working days. Sleep, eat, work, that's only 
your job and chanting, chanting, chanting. No more talking, forget 
it. Stop. You need big transmission. You need? Big transmission. 
It's required. 
 
Nicole R:  I didn't learn the Womb Chakra Process yet; does it 
matter? 
 
Swami: It doesn't matter.  
 
Simon: During the daily homas, do we chant the Shakti Gayatri or 
just the two bijaskshras? 
 
Swami: Only two bijas. Today I put a sankalpam on your fire 
homa. 
 
Tatyana: Do we include the 'rakshamam'? Originally you taught it 
Om tesraim rakshamam, om hesraim rakshamam? Do we include the 
rakshamam. 
 
Swami: Yes. 
 
Maria: The people who went to Switzerland program were told 
we shouldn't do the Surya Nadi Process. So we now start this 
process what you're telling now? 
 
Swami: Just you do who is here. Once you give the information to 
Switzerland, back again it goes to Americans, then all everybody 
in whole countries tons of mails come. Then my mind goes crazy.  
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Maria: So all the people who are here now, we do this? 
 
Swami: Yes. You know what my biggest problem is, tons of 
confusions. Then I get confused. Hun-un. Clear? And sometime 
late night, sometime whenever it is I come here, four strong guys 
need to be here whenever I'm drawing it. The pens doesn't work, 
first I need pencils, sharp good pencils. And until to morning just 
let me work on it. Four guys need to volunteer to be attend here 
with me. After arthi, after you're putting your beds here, just wait. 
After I come peacefully just I'll draw it.  
 
Rama: You said to think about our wishes when we're sitting at 
the fire puja.  Should we maybe write them on a paper or put them 
in the fire, special with our wishes? 
 
Swami: Already I took care of your wishes, your simple wishes - 
forget it.  Forget it!  What is your wishes? 
 
Rama:  Lot of wishes. To find out who I really am for example. 
 
Swami: Then? 
 
Rama: You need more? Well I would like my parents to be 
healthy, strong and happy. 
 
Swami: Then?  
 
Rama: That's the strongest one; then I'm pretty happy.  That's 
what my mind thinks. 
 
Swami: Just leave your burdens there. It's always there. It's silly. 
You don't have any problem, I'm telling you. You don't have? Any 
problem. You don't have any problem. You think you have a 
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problem. He's (Baba) the person giving the problem. He's the 
person solving the problem. Why you need to worry? Simply 
accept it.  
Again, another good news is, the backside lake is full. It means our 
northeast garden water is going up. I intentionally put a school 
because the children's energy. Once the movements are happening 
there, it settles the energy. They're pure, crystal clear love. Kids are 
pure love. That's why Shirdi Baba always wants to play. Even 
hundreds of people are waiting for him, he's going in the street 
finding the kids and playing with the balls and tops and kids, 
wherever the kids' movement, it's pure energy - pure energy.  
 
So try to prepare for the dhuni, even when the rain is pouring it, 
sometimes the rain is aggressive. I bet it will be a task to you. It 
will be a task to keep the fire pit there.  Shall we change the dhuni 
to that place to the Southeast? Say yes or no.  
 
Some students say yes and some say no. 
 
Simon: Does Baba need to see the dhuni if we put it there? 
 
Swami: Of course he can see it. Okay we'll think on that later.  So 
start with your Womb Chakras as soon as possible, as many as 
you can.  
 
Question: Do we go to Jesus Temple now? 
 
Swami: You can go now or you can go evening, everybody with 
one garland. Everybody taking fresh shower, just go up to him. It's 
up to you. I recommend after sunset, all one-time group, go put a 
candle, put a garland to him, make a deal and come out. Clear? 
Done.  Good day.  
 
Everyone: Thank you Swami. 
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Swami: Thank you. 
 

End of Talk 


